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INTRODUCTION
Crashing the activities of a project relates to the cost-evaluation of reducing the duration of those activities which are in the critical path. After this evaluation, the activities that correspond to the lowest cost for crashing should be worked on. This means that the addition of more financial resources, manpower (extra hours, for example), materials or equipments, will cause an increase in the project"s budget.
Construction of a real time structure involves thousands of activities including not only civil but also mechanical electrical & various other aspects. . The project considered for this paper is that of a Residential Building in Kolte Patil I Ven Township "Life Republic" Jhambe Marunji Hinjewadi Pune. For academic purposes, the scope of this paper limits to the planning & crashing of only RCC works of the tower A of Residential sector R3. The project is scheduled in MS Project and since manual crashing of the project of this scale will prove tedious and unnecessarily time consuming, the paper uses an addin of MS Excel called Excel Solver.
The second section of this paper presents the problem statement formulated comprising of the complexities involved in crashing of the construction project.
The third section presents the analysis of the crashing problem with a view to determine the least possible time for a project"s completion; and to program the project"s crashing that would implicate the least additional cost. Some trade-off discussions concerning the crash costs, and project"s duration are also carried out.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT & METHODOLOGY OF WORK

A. Problem Definition:
Project Time-Cost Trade-Off problem can be defined as follows: a project is represented by activities i associated with its time T i and cost C i .
To manually calculate the earliest/latest times (ES/EF/LS/LF) for each activity i can be quite time consuming and tedious using the forwardbackward passes. Thus for this paper, these times are calculated in MS.Excel using specific formulae.
To encapsulate, Project Time Cost Trade-off Problem can be formally stated as follows: given a network with a lot of activities by their sequences, durations, costs, a general status is determined by each activity according to at least one of the following objectives: minimize the project duration and minimize budget. [ The challenge is of bringing the project on schedule and even finishing early.
Adding up these times gives a grand total of 1631 days, which is far too much time for the construction of a residential building. Fortunately, some of the activities can be done in parallel, which substantially reduces the project completion time. Given all the information in Table 1 
III. PROJECT CRASHING
A. Using MS Excel:
The calculations for scheduling (ES, LS, slack, etc.) are set up in MS Excel. They require use of the "min" and "max" functions and (to identify the critical path) the "if" function. If there are two (or more) activities with no successors, it helps (for the setup) to add a "Finish" activity (all activities with no successors are predecessors of "Finish", duration is 0) but this is not required. Similarly, if there are two or more activities with no predecessors, it helps to add a "Start" activity (all activities without predecessors are successors of "Start", duration is 0). In the LS column, the entry is "= cell containing LF -cell containing Realised Time" In the LF column, the entry is "= min(the LS entries for all the immediate successors { separated by commas})" The immediate successors of an activity are all the activities that have the activity in their "predecessors" list) [If you don"t have a "Finish" node you need to remember that for an activity that has no successors, the LF entry is "=max(all EF entries)" 4. Slack is "=cell for LF -cell for EF" (or = cell for LS -cell for ES) 5. Critical is "=IF(slack=0,"1","0")" . This will put "1" in the cell if "slack = 0" is true and "0" if it is not. Finish time is "= EF of the "Finish" node" if there is a Finish node, or "= max(all EF entries)". Use the mouse to select the range of all EF entries.
[11] 6. Finish-to-Start (F-S) is the most commonly used In the column for ES the entry is now "=max(the ES entries for the immediate predecessors { separated by commas})". If the predecessor has a lag value (example see Table 2 . Activity 5 has a predecessor relationship of 4SS+2days), it is added to the formula and if the predecessor has a lead value, it is subtracted from the formula. ii.
In the LS column, the entry is now "= min(the LS entries for all the immediate successors { separated by commas})". If the successor has a lead value (example see Table 2 . Activity 5 has a successor relationship of 6SS+5days), it is subtracted from the formula and if the successor has a lag value, it is added to the formula.
iii.
In the LF column, the entry is now "= cell containing LS + cell containing Realised Time"
According to the site engineers, the regular working time of workers is 8 hours a day for 7 days a week from 9:00am to 6:00pm with 1 hr lunch. According to the project managers, the only way activities can be accelerated is through using overtime. Since the maximum overtime allowed is 6 hours on top of the regular 8-hour working day, ( from 8:00am to 12:00am, 14hrs a day) activities may be crashed on average at a ratio of 4:7 (i.e. Regular 8/ Overtime 14). The results are the maximum crash durations used. Site managers also believed that when activities need to be crashed, the cost increase is mostly due to the double rate for overtime. As consequence, they had no problem in accepting the assumption of linear relationship between cost escalation and time crashed. Table 3 has thus been created containing the project"s best estimates of activity duration & costs and their subsequent crash duration and crash costs. The Table also is zero since they have no scope of being crashed. Hence, they are edited to a large number such as 10000000,00,000, to steer the software away from these values.
The Realized time column has been included which is nothing but the number of days available after crashing which is calculated by: Realized time = Normal duration -Days to crash Initially, the days to crash are set to 0 which gives the value of realized time = normal duration. The ES/EF/LS/LF times are formulated using this realized time so that these times are revised every time an activity is crashed. Doing so, the Maximum Duration without crashing is obtained which is equal to 451 days. Total Cost of project is calculated using the "SUMPRODUCT" function in Excel. The entry is "=SUMPRODUCT("days to be crashed" range,"maximum crash duration" range)". Figure 1 ) the data required is carefully input. 1. In the "Set Target Cell" box, the objective cell is input. The objective cell in this case is the Total Crash Cost. Our objective is to keep the Total Crash Cost as minimum as possible, hence select "MIN" 2. In the "By Changing Cells" box, the cells which will be varied throughout the course of the crashing process is entered. In this case, it is the column containing days to be crashed. ii. LF of project = Deadline Under the cell reference, the latest finish time is input & under constraint the deadline is input. The deadline in this case is: = Maximum Duration without crashing -3 weeks = 451 -21 days = 430 The days to be crashed are set to zero and all the data in entered in solver.
4. Next step importantly, the solver is closed.
The input values in days to be crashed are edited to maximum crash duration. This automatically gives us the result shown in Table 4 depicting the latest finish time if all the activities are fully crashed which is 288 days costing Rs 94,92,45,225.
5. The days to crash are again edited to maximum crash durations and Solver is opened again and given the command to Solve. The result is shown in Recall that the company will be receive Rs 30 crores bonus for finishing 3 weeks earlier than the estimated duration. This payment needs to cover some overhead costs in addition to the costs of the activities listed in the Table 1 , as well as provide a reasonable profit to the company. The project has to be kept as close to both budget and schedule as possible. Table 3 if all the activities are performed in the normal way, the anticipated duration of the project would be 451 days (if delays can be avoided).
As found previously in
5. If all the activities were to be fully crashed instead, then a similar calculation would find that this duration would be reduced to only 288 days as depicted in Table 4 . But look at the prohibitive cost (Rs 94,92,45,225) of doing this. It is way more than the bonus that will be received thus incurring heavy losses. Fully crashing all activities clearly is not a viable option.
6. The total cost of crashing activities to get down to Deadline of 430 days is costing a total of Rs 7,14,21,085 as depicted in Table 5 . Since by spending an additional Rs 7,14,21,085 will result in recieving the bonus of Rs 30 crores for finishing within the deadline, the solution is thus feasible.
7. Crashing of any project must be undertaken only when the benefits received from crashing are more than the actual cost of crashing. 
